DOFUS Touch Takes You to the Edges of Time
The year's culmination is at hand! It's on December 3 for players of DOFUS Touch. For
almost a year now, through the various updates, they've been escorting Epsilon – an
iconic, anachronistic character who has an evocative verbal tic – in adventures
throughout the ages. But as everyone knows, you can't travel through time without
consequences…
Roubaix, December 3, 2019: The end of the DOFUS Touch 2019 season is imminent – the time for
revelations has come! All year long, players have been trying to right the mistakes of the past. Epsilon,
who has been guiding them this whole time, is opening a new time bubble, this time on Frigost Island
before it fatefully froze over. At the end of this chapter, players will finally find out if they changed
things while wandering in the past, or if they simply kept the relentless wheel of destiny moving.
As we can discover in the video below, opening this breach was not without mishap – quite the
opposite, in fact, since a tidal wave from Ogrest's Chaos flowed over Cania in the time of DOFUS Touch.
The result was a revamp of the zone that led to new maps, monsters and equipment.

In addition to this narrative content, this update comes with all kinds of improvements: the
competitive dungeon on Ascension Island for greater interest and stakes in exceeding your limits and
going up in the rankings, and a shield revamp for better accessibility and new gameplay.
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